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Crowdsourcing methods to gather data from 
various sources

What is the motivation to provide accurate data?

In prediction markets: tangible monetary 
incentives for participants

Decentralised Forecasting Methods in 
Energy Sector



Participants bet on the outcome of future events and trade 
contracts whose payoffs depend on the true outcome of the 
event

Will candidate A be elected as president? 
Binary : Yes / No : Winner-takes-all

1 $ per share for correct answers and nothing to others

Market price represents the probability of the outcome

Prediction Markets



In Centralised platforms, a trusted entity performs market 
clearing tasks

Blockchain provides a decentralised data ledger for 
recording and validating transactions trustlessly

The medium of exchange: cryptocurrencies

Available platforms: Gnosis, Stox, Hivemind and Augur

Blockchain-hosted Prediction Markets



Example of Augur platform

Buy or Sell 

Quantity

Limit Price





Probabilistic Forecasting of the Renewables’ 
Output

Probability of the Outcome



AMM with Logarithmic Market Scoring Rule 
(LMSR)

Cost Function:
Gives total cost of order

Price Function:
Updates market price after 

filling order

Liquidity parameter

Current market 
price Quantity of shares

Max
Agents’ Trading Problem:



Sample of a binary market simulation

Probability of the Outcome

Will the renewable generation be 
less than a certain MW amount?



Estimating the Full Predictive Density

Estimated by regression





Hedging the Renewables’ Revenue in the 
Day-ahead Electricity Market

Taking opposite positions in the two markets:



Day-ahead electricity market, balancing market

Deviation between submitted bids and actual generation: 
Imbalance Costs 

Resource volatility of renewables

Financial Risk to be hedged

Electricity Market



Imbalance cost (deviation loss)

Imbalance prices Actual generation
of renewable

(stochastic variable)

Day - ahead Bid

Underproduction

OverproductionDual 
Settlement 
mechanism



Scalar Prediction Market

Short shares payoff

Long shares payoff

Upper band Lower bandActual value of the variable
Here: p (renewable generation)



Combining revenues of the two markets

Expected 
payoff=purchase cost



Prediction markets benefit:
Renewable energy producers

Power system operators

BY:

Providing an accurate forecasting signal

Hedging revenue against imbalance costs in electricity 
market

Conclusion



Coordinated bidding strategy in the day-ahead 
electricity market and the prediction market in the 
hedging application area

The forecasting application area can be extended 
by considering the agents’ learning opportunity 
from the prediction market settled price (in the 
previous trading round) to readjust their beliefs 
(subjective probabilities)

Outlook and Future Works



Thank you 

Questions?

paul.cuffe@ucd.ie or mahdieh.shamsi@ucdconnect.ie
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